
Do you face the following situations:
There are always few who want (at least) critical communication in hard copy format

And it's a struggle to keep track of those few and maintain their addresses

Feel it's a pain to send by hard-copy while it's so easy to send an email

Frustrated with the hassles of maintaining a printer

Here is Virphy at your service:
Virphy facilitates sending hard copy documents

It's as simple as sending an email from a sender's perspective

But receiver gets them in hard copy format

It's simple to set-up, simple to use and simplifies your life

Payment Model:
The charges are in three components:

Printing charges - based on various chosen options

Delivery Charges - based on the method of delivery and destination

Service Charges - fixed charges on a per package basis

Normally Virphy operates on a pre-paid model. For known organizational customers we can offer post-paid
model.

Sign-Up, use the service and when we send the monthly invoice, make the payment

What Next:
Sign-Up by specifying sender email (using a any normal email ID) at virphy.smuuth.solutions

Either ask the recipients of hard copy documents to sign-up in Virphy and provide you with their special Virphy
Email ID

Or you can sign-up them yourself as users and obtain Virphy Email IDs

Create an EMail Group of all these Virphy EMail IDs

While sending email of any critical communication, include this EMail Group also in the To List

Virphy will do the rest to have the physical copies delivered to those corresponding to the Virphy Email IDs

You can also associate emails of your association members who could send emails to Virphy emails on behalf of
the specified sender email

Specified sender email and associated alias emails need to be verified on Virphy portal (after logging-in) before
they can be used
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